Legendary player Gordie __ was once featured in a Simpsons episode.
To bounce the puck off of the boards in another direction __ the attacker and try to slow him down or steal the puck.
The offense must __ the zone if the puck leaves the attacking zone.
If you __ a player, it will be difficult to pass to him.
When the puck slides from center ice to the behind the net untouched
Used for moving the puck and sometimes defenders
A hat-trick is when a player scores __ goals in one game.
Famous player __ Gretzky was known as The Great One.
__ ice is the area between the blue lines
The six foot radius semicircular area in front of the goal
A __ is like a jump ball in basketball
An offensive player out of position during an attack may be called __.
A team is shorthanded when one of their players is in the __ box.
The __ Cup was named for a Canadian leader in the 1800s.
Causing a player to slam into the walls to slow them down
An __ watches out for his teammates and is often penalized
A shot where the player scoops the puck off the ice and forward
An official may delay calling a penalty to continue the __ of the play.
A deke is a motion that causes the defender to move out of __.
The __ zone is the third of the ice that contains the opponent's net.
When an attacking player has only the goalie to beat
A team has a __ if the other team is shorthanded
A __ substitutes several players at once.
A Disney hockey movie and the former name of a real team
The 1980 Winter Olympics saw the "Miracle on Ice" against the __.
A penalty resulting from using a stick above the opponent's shoulders.
A penalty for impeding a player who doesn't have the puck.
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